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How Does a Community Preserve
its Quality of Life?
Can a Map and Vision Help the Cause?
by Arthur Astarita, Water Resources Specialist

A

Arthur Astarita

s you drive across the state line, Maine
has a catchy sign to greet you: “Maine,
The Way Life Should Be”. The State
of Maine conjures up visions of lighthouses on
the rocky seacoast and moose along evergreenlined lakes and streams. Yes, all of those visions
are exactly right. In the last twenty years,
“Vacationland,” as the license plate proclaims,
has been increasingly attracting waves of curious seekers. The population doesn’t seem to be
changing much according to the census; it is
still around 1.2 million. However, families are
converting camps into year-round homes.
Some are using new technology to build on lots
previously deemed unsuitable for development.

Balancing Development and
Water Supply

T

he map showing distribution of public
water wells in the State reflects the population density. Southern Maine is becoming
overdeveloped. Almost half the state’s population
lives in the south, in 3 of the state’s 16 counties.
Drinking water demand and wastewater disposal

Distribution of Public Water Wells
(Maine Drinking Water Program.)

sites are at a premium—not to mention the logarithmically rising housing and property values.
Older locals are moving further north saying:
“It’s getting too crowded around here”. Traveling
in the northern reaches of the state, it’s hard
not to notice the low population densities along
with the low property values. Some residents
in the north would like to see development in
hopes of providing different career opportunities, while some residents in the south want to
arrest development because it’s producing
change to the visions of what made them come
or stay in their community.

(continued on page 3)

Director’s Notes . . .
RCAP Thoughts on the Cost of
Rural Water Infrastructure

T

John McCarthy
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he cost of water and sewer systems and
how those costs affect the development of rural communities are topics
often considered by members of the Rural
Community Assistance Program (RCAP). The
following are just a few of the thoughts and questions that were raised in October of 2001, when
RCAP field staff from across the country shared
insights at the National RCAP policy conference.
Many of the communities RCAPers work
with have difficulty paying for their water infrastructure. In addition, water infrastructure costs
use up money that might otherwise pay for
schools, roads, police and other services needed
by rural communities. Long term, subsidized
loans are usually part of the funding package
for any major infrastructure project. These
loans bring down the annual cost of a water or
sewer project; however, the need to pay off a
long term loan can limit a community’s ability
to initiate new projects during the coming decades. The positive side of this arrangement is
that communities improve the safety of their
water today. The negative side is: they may be
limited in responding to other community
needs that seem equally important at the time
they arise.
Economic Growth can sometimes result
from water infrastructure projects. A new community water or sewer system can stimulate residential and business expansion, improve quality of life and create the possibility for new community initiatives that were not possible before.
All of these things could have a positive impact
on the future of the community, on the ability
of residents to pay for the new infrastructure
and on the tax base available for other community needs.
The Downside of all this is that in the real
world things don’t always go this well. If the
population decreases after a new water project

is built, there are fewer households to pay off the
infrastructure and cover maintenance expenses.
Fewer people sharing these costs means a higher
cost-per-household. Even if population grows,
there is no guarantee that new infrastructure will
bring economic expansion, or that residential
growth will be a net gain for the community.
Comprehensive Planning may be the best
way to increase the odds that a new water or
sewer system will be a financial success as well
as an environmental health success. If a community takes the time to look at long term plans
and possibilities, survey all of its residents, and
assess present and future land use and business
trends, it may be possible to put new environmental infrastructure to work at the service of
the community’s future. While there are no
guarantees of success, a strong planning effort
will increase the chances of getting a five year
plan off the drawing board and onto the streets,
especially if these plans can be linked to the
energy and financial resources coming into the
community as a result of a new sewer or water
system.
Privatizing their public water and/or sewer
system is an option under consideration in some
rural communities. By turning over the ownership and operation of their water or sewer system
to a for-profit company, community officials can
relieve themselves of the burden of managing
a modern system with all of its responsibilities.
A private company can bring in experienced
managers and top engineers to manage and
maintain the system. On the other hand, the
ability to keep costs down and maintain control of their water resources may discourage
some communities from going the privatization
route after weighing all the options and doing
some long range “visioning”. Even if they decide to keep ownership control of their system,
some communities may still want to seek management agreements with private firms or
consider cooperative management agreements
with other communities.

Director’s Notes
(cont’d)

Other questions that were raised by
RCAPers during the October 2001 national
conference but with no clear apparent answers
include:
• Do grants and heavily subsidized loans make
communities more dependent? Would
some communities be better off trying to pay
their own way?
• Can small communities ever really put aside
enough “reserve” funds to someday replace
their system?
• When deciding how much grant or loan assistance to provide to a community, should
other community indebtedness be taken into
account?

• When there are wide disparities between individual incomes within a community,
should individual subsidies be provided for
the lowest income residents as a way to make
the system affordable for all?
These and other questions about the cost of
rural infrastructure are not only on the minds
of RCAP TA Providers, they are of major concern to members of rural communities. If
RCAP can be of assistance in helping your community think through its options, please call one
of our field staff at the numbers listed in this
newsletter and they will be glad to look into
your community’s needs and offer whatever
help they can.

John McCarthy
Program Director

How Does a Community Preserve its Quality of Life?
(cont’d from pg. 1)

Community Leadership in a
Changing Environment

Trade-offs

D

S

evelopment pressures of all kinds are forcing a transformation of rural America.
“People from away” are chairing town administration positions and neighborhood planning
groups. “Locals” are less involved in the process because of the daily grind to “make ends
meet”. In expanding areas, property taxes
geared to fair market value create financial difficulty for those on low-moderate and fixed
incomes. They would like to continue their
long-time residency. However, escalating property taxes and rising land prices have the
potential of forcing those who are less “financially well-heeled” to sell. The fear of losing
the generation mix is a core issue for many
communities.

imply imposing building moratoriums may
not solve the problem. Less development
in a community should mean there is less demand for services (larger schools, bigger city
administration, more stores, increased road
maintenance, etc). This should translate into
keeping taxes and cost of living stable. However, it can be the proverbial two-edged sword:
increase in service expenses (school renovations
and payrolls) along with an “exclusive” label
may lead to increased taxes anyway.
Preserving land does reduce development
opportunity but it also can create a competitive
market for what homes and parcels remain; this
in turn will lead to increasing real estate prices.
(continued on page 4)
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How Does a Community Preserve its Quality of Life?
(cont’d from pg. 3)

Stonington, Maine
Burntland Pond Watershed
and Well Protection Areas.
Land parcels and water
distribution lines.

Managing Growth

H

ow can a community gain mastery over
growth control instead of being a slave
to the developer’s whims? Community visioning is the first step to controlling growth.
Visioning the future is something every resident
thinks about. It’s essential that community leaders tap those visions to create consensus as to
what the residents’ concerns and dreams are.
What do residents want their community to be
in the next twenty to forty years?
Federal infrastructure funders such as
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) are
requiring communities to be working on a comprehensive plan. Otherwise, the town will not
qualify for funding assistance through the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG). As
the word implies, comprehensive planning
incorporates a host of different resources. The
inventory and analysis of those resources creates the basis of what makes the community
special—in terms of both good and bad.

A Case in Point

A
4

bout five years ago, at the request of the
Stonington water superintendent, RCAP
began assisting the Source Water Protection
committee to create a drinking water source

protection ordinance. The town is currently
working on their comprehensive plan. The
plan will incorporate the water district’s concerns and also serve as a guideline to any
future district expansion. Stonington is an isolated, picturesque, mid-coast town located at the
southern tip of Deer Isle. It is home to about
1,152 people. Historically a fishing and granite
quarry town, now only 20% of the population
are in farming, fishing or forestry and 8% are in
construction or extraction professions.
The Stonington Water Company was
formed in the early 1900s utilizing Burntland
Pond as the source. The water users do not live
in the well field or pond area. As the map shows,
the distribution lines extend a mile south into
the town center. As the town grew, demand for
water increased especially by tourist-supported
businesses. In the mid 1990s, the district spent
approximately $800,000 drilling over 50 wells
trying to find well yields that would sustain their
demand. Only 8 bedrock wells were discovered suitable for the municipal demand! The
wells are on a rotational pumping schedule
because the recharge is slow. The outcome of
this costly project prompted the water district
and town to protect their economically vital
drinking water resource.
Originally, the base map was a watershed
line hand-drawn separately on a USGS topographic map and on the town’s parcel lot map.
Scales were somewhat different and physical
overlay was cumbersome. Relationships to
other town codes were difficult. RCAP assisted
with creating a geographic information system
(GIS) map using a global positioning system
(GPS). The GPS coverage resolved disputed
areas of the watershed not clear on the USGS
topographic map. To create the GIS map,
RCAP coordinated over 20 separate data layers
from private, governmental and non-profit
groups including Maine Geological Survey,
Maine Drinking Water Program, New England
Interstate Water Pollution Control Commission
(continued on next page)
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Education about water
scarcity and its proper
use are an ongoing
challenge, in any town.

and Island Heritage Trust. The GIS map allows
relational views of many different data sets. Any
number of maps can be composed of any combination of layers including land ownership, easements, topography, town-code setback lines,
roads, wetlands, ponds, and streams along with
wells and ground-water model boundaries showing the pump test drawdown radii. Hypothetical
buffers can be created to examine “what-if” scenarios.
The 235-acre Burntland Pond watershed
includes a well protection radius around each
of the eight wells. Over the years, a few small
camps in the watershed have now grown to 43
homes, each with their own water well and
onsite wastewater system. Currently, the water
district serves about 260 connections or about
half the town households. None of the district’s
customers reside in the watershed area. As you
can see from the previous map, there are many
parcel lots. An estimated build-out scenario was
conducted using the current building codes and
the proposed source protection ordinance. Without the proposed ordinance, twice as many homes

would be built in the watershed. Water demand
on the watershed aquifer would be about double
the current water district’s pumping rate!
Various water conservation measures and
levels of source protection are currently being
detailed with the town and impacted landowners. Education about water scarcity and its proper
use are an ongoing challenge, in any town.
Stonington and the development-pressured
coastal Maine communities are trying to cope
with the transient vacationers. Although they
bring economic good times, they also are increasingly taxing the infrastructure beyond its design.
Stonington’s reaction to its water quantity
and growing demand problem is but one piece
of the visioning puzzle. The GIS map helps
people to “see” the various pieces of particular
issues. It is up to the town residents to become
involved and craft plans to guide their towns
through periods of expansion so they can
weather the periods of contraction. Goals can
change, but without one to galvanize the energies, local enthusiasms are lost on the whims of
others “from away”.

Initial Work with American Indians in Maine
By John Moriarty, Water Resources Specialist

T

John Moriarty

here are four tribes in Maine, the
Penobscot, Mic-Macs, Passamaquoddy,
and Maliseet. Collectively, they are
referred to as the Wabanaki, the name of the
historical alliance of the many distinct tribes in
northern New England. Wabanaki is an
Algonquin word meaning “People of the east.”
Their history, for centuries, is one of decimation through aggression and disease, followed
by the surviving groups reconstituting themselves. One consequence of this is the blurring
or loss of both oral history and language.

The most recent reconstitution of these
tribes into distinct peoples and cultures was
achieved in 1980 when they received formal
recognition. Since that time, important
progress has been made in the areas of housing, infrastructure, education, etc. along with
a strong effort to strengthen cultural aspects
of life.
The tribes now have more than two decades
of experience working with various funding
agencies, such as the USDA, CDBG, and many
others. Tribal organizations have been formed
(continued on page 6)
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Initial Work with American Indians in Maine
(cont’d from page 5)

to handle most of these issues, and for the most
part the tribes are very experienced dealing with
regulatory and granting agencies.

to rent an office on the Penobscot reservation
and I have enjoyed the full cooperation from
everyone here. This has ranged from the mundane (office furniture, access, etc.) to the
Tribes and the Northeast RCAP unexpected: being invited to attend operator
certification classes produced by the Native
ithout exception, all the tribes and in- American Water Association and also invited
dividuals have been very receptive to to attend meetings of the tribal Economic
RCAP’s efforts. As one of RCAP’s technical Development Directors and of the tribal Housassistance providers, the agency has been able ing Directors. Recently I have been invited to
the Penobscot Nation retreat to help develop a
five-year plan for the tribe.
Initially I made an effort to work
with all the tribes at all the different locations. That worked well,
Penobscot Nation
but I have since decided to focus
Tribal Lands
Penobscot Nation
more energy on the Penobscots.
In Maine
Department of Natural Resources
October, 2001, B.W.
The reason for this is that there are
several very complicated projects I
can use as learning tools. The intent is that I will be a more valuMatagamon
able and effective resource for the
other tribes based in my experience
with the Penobscots.

W
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irst, Indian Island (Penobscot
reservation) needs a new wastewater treatment plant while at the
same time they are assuming responsibility for the drinking water
distribution system. There are concomitant responsibilities for additional certified operators.
Second, Indian Island is located
in the Penobscot River between Old
Town and Milford. Old Town is
upgrading its wastewater treatment
facility and takes wastewater from
Milford for a fee. For a variety of
reasons, it may make more sense for
Milford to send its waste to the new
Penobscot facility.
(continued on next page)
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Initial Work with American Indians in Maine
(cont’d)

Det ails aside, the point is that the
Penobscots are intertwined with other water
districts and towns, with different and variable
funding sources. The level of complexity can
rise rapidly, but these are exactly the problems
that RCAP is best suited to solve.

Planning for the Future

T

hird, and most importantly, Indian Island
faces an acute housing shortage. There
are 541 (out of a total tribal membership of
approximately 2,000) people on the island, and
buildable living space is essentially exhausted.
There is a pressing need for low income housing and housing for elders.

To this end the Penobscots have begun a
needs assessment, something in which RCAP
will participate. The tribe has acquired land
about 15 miles north of the reservation with the
intent to build a housing development. This
development is in the initial planning stages and
the Housing Director has asked RCAP to play a
strong role.
In summary, the Maine tribes face many of
the same problems faced by other Maine communities. It is hoped that RCAP’s efforts in
Maine can be used to strengthen our work with
other tribes in other states.

The Case of Halcottsville: A Success Story
by Candace Balmer, Water Resources Specialist

T

he hamlet of Halcottsville in
Middletown, New York, is a picturesque community of some 40 homes,
nestled between the East Branch of the Delaware River and State Route 30 in the Catskill
Mountains. Until fairly recently, the homes
served by the private HalcottsvilleHomeowner’s
Candace Balmer

Association got their drinking water from Bragg
Hollow Brook, a tributary of the East Branch.
In the early nineties, RCAP worked with the
Self-Help arms of the NYS Department of State
and the NYS Department of Health to bring
the system into compliance with the federal
Surface Water Treatment Rule.
Together they created a preliminary engineering report exploring the feasibility and cost
of replacing the surface water supply with wells.
The information they gathered was used by
Delaware Opportunities, at no cost to the community, to craft a winning application to U.S.
Dept of HUD for a Community Development
Block Grant. The money was used to develop
two wells to replace the brook source. Unfortunately, over the years, the yield of the two
wells diminished. This, coupled with the ongoing decline of the century-old distribution
system, forced the community to augment their
supply from the old brook source.
(continued on page 8)
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The Case of Halcottsville: A Success Story
(cont’d from page 7)

Facing a “Boil Water” Order

T

he Department of Health issued a “boil
water” order that has been in effect for
over two years. The community then approached RCAP (by now, a different Water
Resource Specialist was serving the region) to
help them apply for funding through the newly
created Drinking Water State Revolving Loan
Fund (DWSRF). RCAP helped document the
severe economic need of the community,
where the Median Household Income is low
even for the Catskills, under $20,000. The
DWSRF application was submitted but,
unfortunately, although the Homeowner’s Association was technically eligible for assistance,
the funding agency had legitimate concerns
about the technical, managerial and financial
capacity of the system.

Forming a New Water District

I

t was clear that the system needed more than
patchwork assistance. Although in the past
the Town had been unwilling to take over the
Homeowner’s Association system and form a
municipal water district, the community had
little alternative but to approach them again.

8

RCAP made numerous presentations to the
Town Board on behalf of the hamlet, detailing
the need, and the various funding sources, currently out of reach, that could be available if
the Town took over the system. There was a
high probability that, once a municipal water
district was formed, funding could be secured
to replace the entire system, in addition to finding additional groundwater. After carefully
reviewing the information and the risk (in the
event that funding was not secured the Town
would still be responsible for the district), the
Town Board agreed that it was in the
community’s best interest to form a municipal
water district.
RCAP guided the Town and the community through the legal process of forming a
Special Improvement District, worked with the
consulting engineer to update the Preliminary
Engineering Report, reapplied for DWSRF
funds, and provided information to Delaware
Opportunities for another CDBG application.
A total of $759,000 in grant funds was awarded
the project from the combined sources. RCAP
assisted the Town to draft and circulate a Request
for Proposals for engineering design services.
With input from the engineer, RCAP completed
the State and Federal Environmental Review.
RCAP also encouraged the Town to hire a
Project Coordinator and a Construction Overseer. As the design nears completion, and the
project gets ready to go to construction, RCAP
continues to assist with grant administration
details, and coordination between the Town,
the community, the funding and regulatory
agencies, and the consulting engineer.
It is highly probable that, had RCAP not
been involved, this community would still be
using Bragg Hollow Brook, unable even to take
a drink without boiling their water first.

Living Atop the Canadian Shield
An interview with Water Resources Specialist Scott Mueller,
conducted by Carol Bortell Hess, Assistant Program Director, Operations, Water Resources / Waste Management

Scott Mueller

C: Scott, is there a particular geological phenomC: Aren’t all those rocks and cliffs pretty photoenon along the St. Lawrence River Valley that
genic? What seems to be the problem?
makes things hard for communities to deal with
S: They are absolutely beautiful! There is no
drinking water and wastewater?
problem from that standpoint. However, this
S: Yes there is. Folks in the area commonly
bedrock formation also creates a problem with
call it the Canadian shield. It’s primarily granlocating new residential and commercial deite, and most people refer to the outcroppings
velopment and maintaining existing residences
as “bedrock.” It kind of rolls, or
and businesses from a wasteundulates like a wave. In the
water disposal aspect. Everypockets of these rolls typically
body seems to want to build on
Everybody seems
you will find wetlands. Where
to want to build on top top of a cliff—for a view—or to
the rock rises to the earth’s surbe on these rock formations right
of a cliff—for a view—
face, which happens very often,
next to the St. Lawrence River
or
to
be
on
these
rock
there is only a thin layer of soil
or other scenic areas. While on
formations right
or bare rock surfaces. The depth
the surface this may be the most
to this bedrock formation, or the
desirable location to build, it’s
next to the
limited amount of topsoil which
basically very expensive to deSt. Lawrence River
rests upon this bedrock is a limvelop due to the elevated costs
or other scenic areas.
iting factor for the construction
to install infrastructure.
of on-site wastewater systems.
Here the primary limitation
is disposal of the wastewater because there is
C: Is this situation unique to the St. Lawrence
no soil for percolation to deal with residential
River Valley?
or commercial wastewater. Drilling for potable
S: It’s not just the St.
water isn’t quite so limiting; however, installaLawrence River Valtion of a road, power, or telephone can be quite
ley. The Canadian
challenging. Here you will deal with having to
shield stretches a good
blast rock, or difficulty in finding a suitable
ways up and down the
grade to locate structures and their associated
St. Lawrence River
infrastructure.
and extends into much
Along with the lack of soil near the surface,
of the northern
the Canadian shield formation involves longreaches of New York
running fissures where granite plates ride
State. It goes up into
against one another. Wastewater or other conCanada, too. Howtaminants can get into these openings and travel
ever, lack of soil depth
considerable distances from the point of origito bedrock is a rather
nal contamination. So, the problem spreads;
common concern in
it isn’t localized to the vicinity of someone’s
other rural areas and
individual home or business.
particularly common
in mountainous areas.

Travis Shattuck, RHI NE-RCAP bi-lingual representative
for housing assistance and the JOB-Link program, checks
out the Canadian shield with summer resident Ruth Morck.

(continued on page 10)
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Living Atop the Canadian Shield
(cont’d from page 9)

Libby Everett Johnston (left,
91) and Ruth Everett Morck
(right, 87) in front of their
1926 riverfront home.

A central focus from the sustainable development discussion here in upstate New York is
municipal water and sewer, which would provide adequate services from the water and wastewater side; however, other issues such as strip
development and constructing infrastructure
that may or may not be affordable in the future
remain a concern for many.
C: How much of a problem is [wastewater management] for individual homes?
S: Depending on the size of your household
and the amount of wastewater produced, there
are areas where it is not a problem, and
there are areas where it is a serious problem. It also depends upon how much
money you have. There are also alternative systems such as composting toilets and chemical burn toilets or aerobic
systems which are being used. However
in a conventional real estate market these
are not desirable.
If you have the proper engineering,
and you have a little bit of money to deal
with the proper technology, you can usually minimize the amount of environ-

mental impact from an individual on-site wastewater system. One common problem for the
region is the older houses or older units that
are on these bedrock outcroppings, on waterways, or scenic viewsheds. They were constructed at a time when land use planning
wasn’t prevalent and were often constructed in
close proximity to each other. Some of these
lots are 50ft by 80ft. Here it is almost impossible to be able to construct a new individual
on-site wastewater system in compliance with
NYS Department of Health codes. The area
of these lots does not allow for a separation of
100 ft between the well and the septic leaching area. What you see now—and because
these systems are already in place or
‘grandfathered’—is a managed repair of a system that is basically directly discharging into a
waterway, wetland, or on to the surface of the
ground.
C: You said there are ways ‘to get around the
problem’.
S: Again, with having an existing house or business built in an area where the soils are not
suitable for wastewater treatment you’re going
to be in a composting, chemical burn toilet, or
aerobic system. Some people refer to these approaches as “off the grid” or in an area which

View from the river of a mobile home park in the Town of Alexandria
called “Dingman’s Point”
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(continued on next page)

Living Atop the Canadian Shield
(cont’d)

A graphic view of fissures
where granite plates ride
against one another.

is remote and typically without access,
public water or
sewer, power, or
telephone. Here
the individual
lifestyle is a little
different, having to
utilize solar or
wind power, access
is by horse, ATV,
or boat, water is
collected via rainwater or spring, wastewater is
dealt with as described previously. One of the
big breakthroughs on this front is the genesis
of cell phones which now make this type of
subsistent living much easier, particularly
from a health and safety point of view.

ing in recyclable wastes. Another reason to go
off grid is to limit the impact residential
development has upon limited natural
resource base.
Typically in upstate New York you will not
see clustered “off grid” development, in part because the startup cost for these systems is high
and these folks typically do not want to be part
of a centralized wastewater or water system.

C: Scott, where can people go for help and information about these problems and some of their
alternative solutions? How do they first identify
they’ve got a problem such as wastewater disposal
or water contamination?
S: Unfortunately, when you’re talking about
wastewater, you’re going to find out probably
when you least want it. You’ll see your toilet
back up or you’ll have probC: Is having water, power,
lems with wastewater in
Along with the lack of soil
sewer, access, and telephone
your storm water drainage or
a necessity for residential de- near the surface, the Canadian you’ll see water on your
velopment, or can “off grid”
front lawn. You’ll see an oily
shield formation involves
development be dealt with on
shine or a sheen which can
long-running fissures where
a community-wide basis or
have an odor. This is typigranite
plates
ride
against
cluster development basis?
cally effluent. It’s very bad
one another. Wastewater
S: Good question. It really
for the environment and it’s
depends upon the actual
or other contaminants can
very bad for public health.
area you’re in, and in parYou really want to take a
get into these openings and
ticular you need to consider
travel considerable distances look at correcting it if it is in
the type of development apfact a failing septic system.
from the point of original
propriate for that area in a
You want to be in touch
contamination.
site-specific manner. One of
with your local code enthe primary reasons for goforcement officer. That’s
ing off grid seems to be to
another person you can conget away and live in a more private setting and tact. And, of course, you can contact the Northin a more naturalistic manner limiting your east RCAP. There’s not a lot of one-stop shops
energy costs. This does not preclude the de- that can move you through this sort of a planvelopment of a community which focussed its ning process. But RCAP can certainly help.
goals upon energy consumption and minimizC: Thanks for helping us get the word out.
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Software Development for Financial Management
by RCAP Staff in PA
by Shane Bickel, Water Resource Specialist

Caution! Proceed
at your own risk!
The following article
contains detailed
descriptions of financial
management software
developed by Northeast
RCAP staff in Pennsylvania,
and is intended for
readers with an interest
in that sort of thing—or
for incurable insomniacs.

U

nder the auspices of RCAP’s grant
through the Pennsylvania Depart
ment of Environmental Protection
(PADEP), the Northeast RCAP staff in Pennsylvania developed software for use by lowincome rural communities to assist with the
financial management of their drinking water
systems. This software includes a rudimentary
billing program in Microsoft Access, a flat rate
billing tracking system in Microsoft Excel, and
a rate analysis tool in Microsoft Excel. The rate
analysis tool is being used and has been tested
in a number of communities; the same applies
for the flat rate billing tracking system, but on a
somewhat smaller scale. The beta version of
the Access billing program is complete but it
has not been thoroughly tested by RCAP staff
in communities nor has it yet been reviewed by
PADEP.

Even Small Water Systems Need
Financial Management Tools

D

Exhibit 1
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eveloped by Shane Bickel of RCAP with
assistance from Brian MacQuarrie of
PADEP, this Excel spreadsheet provides a
community with insight into the rate-setting
process and
automatically
shows necessary changes
in the rate in
response to
changes in expenses (such as
a new loan or
an increase in
electric costs).
The design is
fairly simple

and doesn’t require large amounts of detailed
financial data. Many expenses can be aggregated into broader categories such as Utilities
(to cover Electric, Gas, Sewer, and other similar expenses) or Personnel (to cover Salaries,
Payroll Taxes & Withholdings, Health Benefits). However, an expense such as Personnel
will likely need to be split between the two main
categories of expenses, Fixed and Variable.
Fixed costs include any costs that the residents should share equally regardless of water
consumption, such as Loan Repayment, Office
Administration, Professional Services (Engineering, Auditing, Legal) and Office Personnel.
For example, it costs the water system the same
to generate and send a bill to a customer that
uses 1,000 gallons of water a month as it does
to do the same for a customer that uses 5,000
gallons. These costs, along with the number of
customers, serve as the basis for the calculation
of a base rate that includes no water.
Variable costs are generally any costs related
to the drinking water system, including Chemicals/Testing, Utilities, O&M/Repairs, and Plant
Personnel. Increases in these expenses are
strongly related to increases in water consumption. One other key piece of information is
needed—the amount of water billed for annually or a daily average. These costs, along with
the annual water consumption, form the basis
for the calculation of a per 1,000 gallon charge.
An adjustment factor can be added to the
calculation to compensate for delinquency,
conservation, and contingency. Once this data
is entered into the spreadsheet, a rate is calculated and the bill is broken out by consumption in 1,000-gallon increments to illustrate the
potential billing to the majority of users. The
increments can be changed as needed by the
community.

(continued on next page)
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Forecasting for Sound
Financial Planning

B

ear in mind that this is not a strictly
static process showing a snapshot
of the current rate needs, but one that
can be used to paint a portrait of the
future along with any necessary
changes in the rate. This was recently
done for the Buhl Community Water
Company. Buhl expanded its system
to accommodate the water needs of a
nearby outlet mall (the Prime Outlets
in Grove City, PA) and other ancillary businesses.
As compensation for its costs of expansion, the
water system receives supplements above and
beyond the regular water billing. However,
these supplements aren’t going to last forever.
Roughly 60% of the supplements expire in
2004, the rest expire in 2010. Along the way,
Buhl’s debt will be paid off. Three rate analysis scenarios were prepared for the community
2002, 2004, and 2010. These showed that although the system is financially sound now, rate
increases need to be enacted to keep revenues
in pace with expenses in 2004 through 2010.
Because of this analysis, Buhl has time to consider its rate increase options and can enact an
increase on its own terms before a financial crisis arises. These three scenarios were developed
by Shane Bickel of RCAP and Brian
MacQuarrie of PADEP with input from the
community. The scenarios can be adjusted later
by the community if projected expenses change.

Tracking Payments
and Monies Due

A

lso developed by Shane Bickel of RCAP
with assistance from Brian MacQuarrie
of PADEP, this Excel spreadsheet provides a
community with the ability to track the payments
made (or payments not made!), and penalties

Exhibit 2

levied on overdue amounts. The spreadsheet
consists of one workbook with 12 worksheets,
one for each month. Each worksheet consists
of a heading that includes the water company
name and address along with the fiscal year,
current month, and late fee penalty percentage. It includes 9 columns in the following
order, Customers, Previous Month Overdue/
Credit, Current Month Billing, Current Month
Payment, YTD Billing, YTD Payment, Current
Month Overdue/Credit, Penalty Due Next
Month, and Amount Applied To Next Month.
Most of the data entered into the January series
will be carried into following months, and the
last 5 columns in January are calculated automatically. The only remaining data to be entered
into subsequent months will be the payment
made by the customer, unless the rate or penalty has changed or new customers have been
added. Additionally, the spreadsheet provides a
summation of all columns so that the total
amounts (such as total payments made) can
be used by the community for tracking and
decisionmaking. Much of the spreadsheet,
especially the automatically calculated cells,
is protected within the worksheet to prevent
accidental deletion by the user.

(continued on page 14)
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This spreadsheet is currently in use by the
Hazel Hurst Water Company. Shane Bickel of
RCAP and Brian MacQuarrie of PADEP provided onsite technical training in the use of the
spreadsheet. The spreadsheet was initially designed specifically for this water company. The
tracking of payments was originally done by hand
using a modified ledger and an adding machine.
This cumbersome procedure was performed for
every one of the system’s 75 customers. The use
of the spreadsheet has provided a positive benefit to the community through its more accurate
tracking of payments and penalties as well as a
considerable time savings.

Developing a Billing Tool
for Small Communities

D

eveloped by Shane Bickel of RCAP, this
billing program is intended to be used
by drinking water systems that can’t afford to
buy an over-the-counter software
billing package. It is in the interest of larger systems to purchase
billing software that is commercially since it will provide greater
functionality and ease of use. Additionally, this program requires
the user to have Microsoft Access
already installed on the computer
used for billing. The RCAP-designed billing program will provide
a rudimentary billing program that
tracks customer information,

Exhibit 3
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meter readings, past payments, and billing
amounts. The program will generate a monthly
bill for each customer.
As stated above, this program has not yet
been tested in any communities. However,
there are a few potential candidate communities that RCAP is currently investigating to test
the beta version of the Access billing program.
Additionally, the billing program beta may undergo additional revision following testing and
review by PADEP.
In conclusion, these three tools are just beginning to be used in communities. However,
we expect they will find wider use in the near
future. It is likely that PADEP will post these
tools to their website after they have been thoroughly proven in the field. Through the development and use of these software tools, RCAP
staff members in Pennsylvania are providing an
alternative way to improve the financial and
managerial capacity of its client communities.

Improving Lives,
Building Communities
The Northeast Rural Community Assistance Program is one of six sister non-profit organizations covering the entire United States. The water
resources/waste management program is just one arm of a one hundred
employee Massachusetts based non-profit corporation called Rural Housing Improvement, Inc. (RHI).
RHI is a community development organization
offering a host of services
including: property management; senior, accessible
and family housing; rental
assistance; and family
counseling and education
in the areas of self-sufficiency, homelessness prevention, domestic violence
and moving from welfare
to work.

For more information
about RHI’s services or
to learn about how you
can support RHI, the
Northeast RCAP’s efforts,
please contact:
Karen A. Koller, CAE,
Chief Executive Officer
800-488-1969 extension 240
kkoller@rhircap.org
Rural Housing
Improvement, Inc.
218 Central Street
Winchendon, MA 01475
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